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        April 20, 2023 
        St. Marcellinus, Bishop 
 
Dear Friend of Holy Family Radio: 
 
 Some people like to say that the world's largest denomination is ex-Catholics, but most dioceses have 
only a handful of people who have ever sent a resignation letter to the bishop or formally joined another 
"church".  Informal ex-Catholics, on the other hand, is a larger group, those who've moved on to some other 
ecclesial communion, but without any formalities.  By far the largest group, however, is the denomination of 
practical ex-Catholics, those who in one way or another no longer strive to live the full Catholic Faith. 
 
 For Catholics, stepping-off points are everywhere. We get tired; we get intellectually lazy; the 
community can drag us down.  Why not leave?  There is as much confusing criticism of the Church regarding 
liturgy as there is regarding morals. As Catholics it can be as painful defending the Church in the face of failed 
morals of her members.  The criticism comes from both left and right.  Finding true worship can also be painful.  
With moral virtues, there can be errors of too much and too little, and a distinction between appearance and 
substance, but interestingly, as in questions of morals, the Church finds herself mostly in the middle. 
 
 Perhaps the moral virtues are the easy ones.  Disgraced clergy and the failure of large numbers of 
Catholics aren't really the fault of the Church, any more than backsliding Baptists are the fault of the Bible.  
Liturgy, on the other hand, isn't quite so clearly "not the fault of the Church"—the Church makes the rules and 
the clergy, God's anointed, lead the faithful down some primrose paths.  Living rightly is pretty easy to discern, 
unless you're doing something the Church admonishes.  No, you can’t exclude children in marriage; we don’t 
cotton to a selfish, childless marriage, but knowing what really makes up a Godly life, is not quite so easy. 
 
 Sometimes more attention can be paid to the form of Catholic life than to substance.  Were men made as 
angels, the only important part would be the form of worship and prayer, but because man is not only spirit, 
there is more to man's life than belief and prayer.  St. James says, "show me your faith and I will show you my 
works!"  Jesus condemned the Pharisees, not because they didn't say prayers in Hebrew or Latin, but for the evil 
of their works.  Contrary to "faith alone" Protestant theology, works are part of true faith.  Can you rightly deny 
someone justice and then believe you make up for it by a prayer or worship?  Jesus says leave your gift at the 
altar and go be reconciled.  Justice is receiving what is due by right.  Charity is receiving what is due, not by 
right, but by grace, that is, by gift.  The Pharisees were instrumental in misusing power, that is, engaging in 
injustices, they were not condemned because they used bongo drums at Passover; they were condemned for 
their works of depriving people and even God, of justice.  "Do as they say, not as they do," Jesus said. 
 
 So how does one become a practical ex-Catholic?  While the "ex-Cath" discussion usually centers 
around the form of worship, isn't the bigger problem with the works of Faith?  Our own works vs. truth, mercy 
and the sacraments, the works of Christ?  Some are very pious in worship, but a bit sparse in mercy.  Some are 
very inept in liturgy, but generous in social service.  How does God bring those together? 
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 How does one avoid sin, but remain open and welcoming to sinners?  Is it by communicating only with 
the elect (elected by us), that is, our fellow saints in our parish?  Traveling a bit, it is easy to see that welcoming 
is not a charism of traditional Catholics.  Teaching personal morality is not a charism of progressive Catholics. 
 
 One wonders what God really wants from man.  Clearly some are called to a dedicated life of private 
prayer, either alone as a hermit or in community as a cloister.  Many are called to a life in community of some 
kind or another, religious or familial.  Some are called to a life of service and prayer while transitionally single.  
No one is called to be indifferent to God or indifferent to the human community.  Is it enough to show up at 
Mass on Sunday and live the rest of life as if God were just background music?  Lot's of folks live that way. 
 
 Is it better to go to the Mass in the Traditional Form, that is, the Antiochene Liturgy?  Is the traditional 
Mass the only true one, or could legitimate worship also include the more modern, Maronite rite?  (-;   How 
about having electric guitar and bongo drums, or perhaps violins and clarinets?  Some call older forms of the 
Mass, "the true Mass".  Does it become not true worship because the tribe in Africa uses bongo drums?   Is that 
the main focus God has for us?  Perhaps worship somehow becomes more about us than about Jesus Christ?  
That certainly has a ring to it.  If the bongo drums are cultural appropriation instead of the community gift to 
Our Lord, well, maybe it is too much about us. 
 
 If we think, somehow, which Mass we attend makes us better in the eyes of God, we might want to 
ponder that a while.  Few people seem to choose the traditional Antiochene form.  Not much emotional 
attachment to that.  The liturgy sanctifies the community.  Isn't that done by a liturgy that calls men to God?  
Sometimes, for example, the music is more about telling God how great we are, rather than answering His call. 
 
 Calling us to what?  Faith and works perhaps?  Angels don't forgive, instruct, counsel or admonish each 
other or give food or drink.  In the world, there is a big focus on justice (as there should be), but why the 
rejection of working for true justice inside the Church?  Why is it only left-leaning Catholics who talk about 
structuring for justice and why do left-leaning Catholics think justice means confiscation and handouts rather 
than a graduation of burdens and the promotion of commutative benefits?  The most neglected work in the 
Church and world, especially on the right, is structure for social justice.  Is justice not a conservative value? 
 
 Perhaps a reason is that, prior to the American experiment, it was impossible for most people to have 
any influence in social justice.  Justice was the province of the Prince.  Formerly, one was relegated to only 
engaging the works of mercy.  Have you studied the 3 kinds of justice-- legal, distributive and commutative?  
Did you ever notice that government is not the object or subject of any of them?  It is the community, not the 
government that delivers distributive justice and receives legal justice.  Government properly only makes rules. 
 
 Have young Catholics checked out of the community?  Maybe not!  Recently a short article was posted 
by one of the young men in ArchLou about a call to men—"Conquering the Public Square".  You can check it 
out at Catholicmanhood.substack.com.  Mr. Hadsell wrote, "As Catholics, we have a mission given to us by 
God. A mission we must fulfill if we are to transform the culture into one of justice, compassion and charity."  
We're on board at Holy Family Radio!  A better city brings more souls to Christ!   May God reward you! 
 
        Very truly yours, 
 
 
        Holy Family Radio 


